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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which three statements best describe how Oracle ACFS takes
advantage of Oracle ASM?
A. File systems can be dynamically resized.
B. All file systems are mirrored across Oracle ASM Disk Groups
to increase reliability.
C. Performance can be maximized through direct access to Oracle

ASM disk groups.
D. Data reliability in Oracle ACFS is enhanced by Oracle ASM
mirroring.
E. Oracle ACFS maximizes availability through a dedicated path
on the Cluster Interconnect.
Answer: A,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Jeremy Sly considered himself somewhat of an inventor. The only
problem was that his day job interfered
with his opportunity to exercise his creativity. He came up
with a plan to get outside investors to support
his inventive activities. To this end, he produced and
distributed a brochure advertising partnership
interests with a guaranteed return on investment of at least
15% after the first 12 months, based on what
he had allegedly generated from his other (non-existent)
inventions. Given these facts, is Jeremy guilty of
any security violations under the Uniform Securities Act (USA)?
A. No. It is not against the law to believe in oneself and
promote one's ideas.
B. No. The facts don't indicate whether any partnership
interests were actually sold, and there can be no
violation unless there is a sale.
C. Yes. Even an "offer" to sell securities must not contain any
untruths.
D. No. An interest in a partnership is not considered a
security.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Yes. Jeremy is guilty of security violations under the Uniform
Securities Act when he
provides misleading information when offering securities for
sale, even if no securities are actually sold.
Partnership interests fall under the definition of securities,
and Jeremy's claim to have generated a return
of at least 15% on other inventions that he never created is an
absolute falsehood.

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT
You are developing a Windows Store app by using HTML5 and
JavaScript. The app defines the following objects:
- -InkManager is an object to process and manipulate the
ink-related data from the
stylus.
InkContext is an object to hold the surface context.
CurrentPenId is an object to restrict input processing to one

stroke at a time.
The app must support the following requirements:
--Support the use of a stylus input device.
Begin capturing input when the stylus first touches the screen.
Render stylus movements in real time.
You need to ensure that the requirements are met.
Which code segments should you use? (To answer, select the
correct option from each drop-down list in the answer area.)
Answer:
Explanation:
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